MINISTRY OF JUSTICE
OPEN GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIP 2020 - 2022
PRE-CONSULTATION REPORT
Component No. 3Access to Justice
Drafting the Action Plan

SUMMARY
In July 2020, the Government began procEsin drafting OGP action plan 20202022, in the framework of the obligations arising from Albania's membership in
the Partnership for Open Government (hereinafter "OGP" or "OGP") , as one of
the most important instruments at the global level, in order to promote
government transparency, to increase civic participation in public life, as well
as to combat the phenomenon of corruption at all levels of its exposure.
This proces, chaired by the Department of Development and Good Governance
in the Prime Minister (DZHM), as the structure responsible for coordination of
the Partnership for Open Governance in cooperation with relevant institutions
/ structures OGP 2020-2022.
The Action Plan 2020-2022 has 4 main components:
i)
Fight against corruption;
ii)
Digital governance;
iii)
Access to Justice;
iv)
Fiscal transparency.1
Open Governance for Access to Justice also includes transparency and
accountability. This component is the responsibility of the Ministry of Justice
with
1
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focal point Directorate of Policies and Strategies in the Field of Justice
(DPSFD).

I.

COMPONENT Nr. 3 “ACCESS TO JUSTICE”

Access to justice is seen as one of the key components of the Albanian
government closely linked to the implementation of justice reform, the Crosscutting Justice Strategy (CIS), the Cross-Cutting Anti-Corruption Strategy
(IASC), the Justice for Women SDM), the Strategy for Public Legal Education
(SELP), as well as other measures taken by the Government in fulfillment of its
mission of open, transparent and accountable governance.
Moreover, access to justice is valued as one of the key principles of the rule of
law. UNDP has defined access to justice as “the opportunity for citizens to seek
and secure a remedy through formal or informal justice institutions, and in
accordance with fundamental human rights standards” (2005). The United
Nations, on the other hand, in Point 16 of the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG Agenda 2030) aims to: Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for
sustainable development, ensure access to justice for all, and build effective,
responsible and comprehensive at all levels.
The Ministry of Justice, in fulfillment of its mission and function, has
successfully undertaken the implementation of the necessary initiatives and
measures proposed in the ICTY and IASC, especially those directly related to
access to justice. In this context, the Directorate of Free Legal Aid (access to
justice) and the Directorate of Anti-Corruption (transparency and
accountability) have been set up at the Ministry of Justice.
Main Policy Objective and Specific Objectives:
1.

Main

Policy Component Policy No. 3. “Access to Justice” is proposed as:
Building an open government that provides its citizens with access to justice,
transparency and accountability.

2. Specific Objectives Specific
objectives in fulfilling the main policy are proposed as follows:
1) Access to justice is guaranteed and is in line with national laws, as well
as European standards and best practices.
2) The functioning and capacities of the Ministry of Justice have been
strengthened in the areas of transparency and accountability.
The main policy of access to justice, best formulated and clear, enables the
correct definition of specific objectives and the adoption of concrete and feasible
measures to meet it, including the passport of indicators. For each specific
objective, three priority measures have been proposed as well as activities that
correspond to eachmeasure which can be amended after consultation with
stakeholders. According to the scope of action and responsibility, the Ministry
of Justice is a responsible institution or in cooperation with other institutions.
Access to justice cannot be seen as realized and in accordance with the rule of
law principle if it is not transparent and accountable. Consequently, both
transparency and accountability are included in the draft action plan with
specific objectives and concrete measures. The three elements implemented in
accordance with the law, intertwined in the implementation of their measures,
enable the successful realization of this fundamental universal right of citizens
in a democratic society.

3. Challenges so far
Lack of adequate capacity (budgetary, structural, human) have been some of
the obstacles to the lack of full access to justice. On the other hand, OGP and
Independent Reporting Mechanism (IRM) after evaluating / monitoring the
implementation of the Action Plan (AP) 2018-2020 concluded that “Albania
acted not in the right line of the OGP process as the spectrum of participation
from civil society and the forums dedicated to their participation were not
properly
filled”.

Above all, the combination of lack of capacity and leaving out the process of
civil society and academia, whose contribution is very necessary, will enable
the realization of this key policy to meet the conditions and standards for an
open governance in partnership. with all stakeholders.
Taking into account the IRM recommendations regarding AP 2018-2020, the
methodology of AP 2020-2022 changed and the process of approving Action
Plans for each component of OGP 2020-2022 will be consulted with
stakeholders in several consultation roundtables.

II.

METHODOLOGY

1.

Survey Formulation

OGP prioritizes transparency and access to governance. According to OGP
standards, the proper methodology for open government is based on a
comprehensive, fair and transparent process with all stakeholders. Considering
the conclusions reached from the evaluation and monitoring of IRM for OGP
2018-2020, which recommended the Albanian government to prioritize the
participation of stakeholders in the process and the standards adopted by OGP
for this purpose, as well as the creation of a forum dedicated to stakeholders
selected according to transparent and clear criteria, the process undertaken by
DPSFD until the moment of this report, has gone through the following stages:
● Determining the list of civil society, academia and legal professionals
("stakeholders") who have useful experience in the field of justice (list
attached as Annex 1).
● Drafting an Action Plan for the Access to Justice Component (including
key policy, specific objectives, measures / activities to meet these
objectives)2.
● Drafting the questionnaire, which was consulted with the expert engaged
by the MDG.
● Electronic stakeholder information on the draft AP 2020-2022 (Access to
Justice) and the questionnaire.

2 The

draft Action Plan can be found at this link: http://ogp.gov.al/artikull/komponenti-3-rjesi

● Analysis of the answers received regarding the questionnaire, on the
basis of which the specific objectives will be finally drafted and measures
/ activities in compliance with the main policy.
● Completion of the “Prioritization Matrix” Table which will be shared with
stakeholders together with this report in consultative meetings.
2. Selection of stakeholders The
Ministry of Justice, due to its function as well as many projects undertaken in
the field of justice has involved a wide range of civil societies, study centers,
academia and prominent lawyers. Consequently, for this process as well as for
other projects in the field of justice, the list of civil societies / interest groups
that are directly or indirectly related to access to justice, transparency and
institutional accountability was used. For example, the list of stakeholders
includes: civil associations that are directly related to the justice system and
touch on various socio-economic topics such as legal aid for women and
children or vulnerable groups, legal aid for cases of domestic violence,
associations assisting minorities and immigrants. Also included are the law
faculties of state and private universities as well as academics / professors who
exercise their activity with direct links in the legal system as well as study
centers and associations that deal with monitoring the activity of state
institutions in order to seek accountability by of government.
This selection of stakeholders helps in the successful implementation of this
component starting from the consultative phase until its completion.

III.

SURVEY FINDINGS / RESULTS The

questionnaire was completed by 11 stakeholders. The answers received from
the survey (August-September 2020) are attached as Annex 2. 14 questions
and 12 sub-questions were drafted, a total of 26. The questions were based on
the role and function of the MoJ according to Law no. 8678 dated 14.05.2001
"On the organization and functioning of the Ministry of Justice", as amended, as
well
as
in
fulfillment
of
its
duties
and
mission.

1. Survey Findings
From the analysis of the questions it results that:
Questions 1, 1.1 and 1.2:
About 64% use the MoJ website to get information and there is room for
improvement in published information and accessibility, especially regarding
transparency of expenditures / budget. One response specifically cites that
although there is a budget window, the information published is not very
transparent about every expense incurred by the institution.
Questions 2 and 2.1:
This question is about the information provided by the MoJ regarding legal
advice / assistance that citizens can identify on its website. In general, a
positive opinion was given (70%) but there is room for improvement, especially
in certain areas such as arbitration, forensic medicine, and it is suggested to
create a special section for citizens for all the assistance that the MoJ can
provide in case of need, especially for those who can not access online.
Questions 3 and 3.1:
This question relates to the work done by the MoJ on access to justice. The
work of the Ministry is considered insufficient and several factors are seen as
obstacles: crime, insufficient information, bureaucracy, lack of courts, poor
knowledge of the law by citizens, etc.
Questions 4, 4.1 and 4.2:
This relates to the work done by the MoJ on transparency and accountability;
there are positive answers where about 64% think a good job is done. However,
it is necessary to increase the transparency of information not only on the
rights of citizens but also on what the MoJ does in its activity, especially with
the budget and decision-making.
Question 5:
This relates to the provision of free legal aid and whether this assistance is
sufficient from the MoJ. The answer is generally positive but there is room for
improvement as over 35% think it is not enough and more needs to be done.
Questions

6

and

6.1:

It has to do with the functioning of mediation for legal issues. About 45% think
that the work is not very positive and needs improvement, especially regarding
the lack of awareness of citizens for mediation, the lack of cooperation between
the MoJ and universities, as well as the progress of justice reform.
Questions 7 and 7.1: The
question is very direct and requires an opinion on whether the MoJ resolves
justice issues fairly. Almost half think no, and in expanding the answers there
is a positive but also a negative opinion. Although this question is very specific
and has been under discussion to be involved or not, it was decided to get
involved to get a direct opinion of what the stakeholders think in this regard.
Questions 8 and 9:
Are they about resolving issues in a timely manner and whether delays
discourage access to justice. The answers are generally negative and they agree
that the delay discourages citizens from claiming their rights. So speeding up
the resolution of issues is seen as a necessity.

Questions 10, 10.1 and 10.2:
This concerns the Directorate of Prisons and has negative opinions.
Improvements are required, especially with the Institute of Forensic Medicine,
sick convicts, increasing the capacity of rehabilitation institutions, etc.
Question 11, 11.1 and 11.2:
This question has to do with legal bailiffs and notaries pro(dEsin lidensimit,
operation, control, etc.) Improvement Needed by the MOJ in this sector. In
particular, it is required to improve the mechanisms for the execution of court
decisions, to train notaries and bailiffs, to increase the control of their work,
the full functioning of the digitalization of the notarial and bailiff system.
Question 12:
Stakeholders are
ensuring access,
institutions, civil
budget

asked for their opinion on the focus of the MoJ's work on
transparency and accountability. Suggested checks at their
society involvement in prodes, transparency especially with
costs,
increase
services
to

citizens needs and reduce the time to process citizen requests.
Question 13:
Ask them for their opinion on what priority measures are suggested to improve
access to justice? Information campaigns are suggested, especially for the
digitalization of services, the creation of simpler and non-bureaucratic
mechanisms for the requested assistance, as well as the publication of any
kind of information.
Question 14:
This question requires thought on how accessibility, transparency and
accountability can be improved. It is suggested the success and acceleration of
justice reform, the separation of politics from the justice system, the
involvement of civil society in consultation and decision-making processes,
citizens' access to court hearings.

2.

Conclusions on the results of the questionnaire

Survey participants, in general terms, evaluate the work of the MoJ in positive
aspects, but point out the areas where improvement should be focused.
According to the responses, it is seen necessary to improve transparency more
than accessibility or accountability. Thus, transparency is required in the
publication of any kind of information, especially that information related to
expenditures / budget and decision-making by the institution.
Concrete improvements are suggested as follows:
● Provide more complete and detailed information on the MoJ website;
● Increase transparency, especially in terms of expenditures / budget by
the institution and any other decision-making in fulfilling its role and
function;
● Full digital operation of electronic systems, mainly notaries, bailiffs but
also other dependent institutions;
● Capacity building of the Directorate of Prisons, the Institute of Forensic
Medicine and the Rehabilitation System;
● Full functioning of mediation for resolving legal issues;
● Increasing cooperation with civil society and universities;
● Increasing the efficiency in giving answers to the citizens and solving the
problems that arise in their complaints, as a result of reducing the
bureaucracy
in
the
justice
system;

● Accelerate and operate justice reform which will positively impact many
aspects raised as concerns by stakeholders.

IV.
1.

DEFICIENCIES / UNFAITABLE / UNIQUE REACTIONS
Prejudices (biases) The

Ministry of Justice appreciates and welcomes any possible comments and
suggestions from civil society. Moreover, one of the reasons that this process
goes through the consultation phase is precisely the involvement of
stakeholders in order for the government to fulfill its legal obligations in a
democratic society.
OGP 2020-2022 comes in the course of achieving the objectives of the
government starting from 2012 with the adoption of the AP 2012-2014 and
then with three other consecutive plans which touch on key components of the
activity of the Albanian government.
It happens that one component is repetitive from one action plan to another. If
the objectives of a component and related measures / projects may have been
done before or have similarities to previous action plans, it does not mean that
the result is the same. This for many reasons. First, because the very political,
social, demographic, legal circumstances, etc., have different influences at
different times of their implementation. Second, human and infrastructural
capacities cannot be the same, as a result their applications do not bring the
same results. Third, there is always room for improvement. So a specific
objective / measure that has been accomplished in a given time can be further
improved and the results will be more satisfactory and their positive effect will
be long term.
Regarding the Access to Justice component, despite the fact that the
commitment was not very high in completing the questionnaire and we can not
know the reasons for this non-involvement and whether the non-involvement is
due to bias or prejudice with the initiatives taken by the government, we are
the opinion that the identification of ways and means for involvement in the
process from the stage of the questionnaire and onwards, will affect the
improvement of the process of involvement and avoidance of prejudice or bias.

2.

Lack of involvement in the survey

About 10% of stakeholders responded to the questionnaire. One reason may be
the time during which the questionnaire was drafted and published on the web
(the month of August when most are on leave). Another reason could be the
number of his questions (14 questions and 12 sub-questions). Some questions
were answered with "I have no information". This is due to many factors. Many
stakeholders do not work directly with the Ministry of Justice regarding access
to information published by the MoJ, despite being members of civil society or
academia and not feeling comfortable giving an answer when they do not have
complete information on about the question.

V.

PREPARATION OF THE NEXT PHASE

Consultative meetings with stakeholders will be held. The first meeting will
take place on September 29 and the other meetings will be organized during
October. The meetings will discuss whether the specific objectives and relevant
measures are complete or need to be changed, as well as the institutions that
will be responsible for each measure. Stakeholders will also be distributed the
Prioritization Matrix Template according to which it will be decided which
objectives / measures have priority to be achieved according to the importance
and impact of citizens and which will have more weight for a positive impact on
three elements: accessibility, transparency and accountability.
In the meetings that will take place, emphasis will be placed on the
involvement of stakeholders, their suggestions and comments on this
component. Contact forms will be via email, phone calls and consultation
meetings.
After the consultations, the final draft of the Action Plan will be approved and
work will begin on its implementation in cooperation with the institutions
according to the measures.

*************************

Annex

1:

List

of

Stakeholders

Name
Surname

Sector

Institution

Position

E-mail

Ema-European
Movement Albania

gledis.gjipali@emal.org

MJAFT!

Director
Executive
of the
European
Movement
Executiv
e Director

Trade
Union
Organizat
ion
NGO

Confederation of Trade
Unions of
Albania

President
of
CTUA

president@kssh.org

Co-PLAN

co-plan@co-plan.org

NGO

Institute of
Romani Culture of
Albania
RegionalCenter
Environmental
Equality in the
decisionmaking
network
Society Foundation
Openfor Albania
Partners Albania for
Change and
Development
Ami-Albanian Media
Institute
Albanian Institute for
International Studies
(AIIS)
Center for Economic
and Social Studies
The Future of the
Welfare State
Institute for
Public and Private
Policy
Tirana University

Director
Executive
General
Director
Director
Executive
National
Coordinator

rec.albania@rec.org

NGO
Gledis Gjepali

Aldo Merkoci
Kol Nikollaj

Dritan Shutina
Bledar Taho

Mihail
Dimovski
Edlira Cepani

NGO

Entity
Legal
NGO

Andi Dobrushi

Foundatio
n

Juliana Hoxha

NGO
NGO

Remzi Lani
Alba Cela

OJF

Ilir Gadeshi

NGO

Elira Jorgoni

NGO

Albana
Dhimitri

NGO

Artan Hoxha

Academy

Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Executiv
e Director
Executiv
e Director
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Rector

aldo.merkoci@mjaft

institute.irca@gmail.c
om

edliracepani@yahoo.c
om

klodjan.Seferaj@osfa.
al
partners @
partnersalba
nia.org
rlani @
institutemedia. org
arakipi @
aiisalbania.org
gadeshi@hotmail.com
elira.jorgoni@gmail.c
om
info @ institutip3.com

hoxha.artan@gmail.co
m

Edlir Vokopola

NGO

Research Institute
Urban

Gentian Elezi

NGOs

Institui AGENDA

Director
executive
agency
Executiv
e Director

zvokopola@uri.org.al

info @
agendainstitute. org

Krisela Hackaj

NGO

EURONA
LEKA
Ina Xhepa

NGO
NGO

Cooperation &
Development
Institute Institute
Albanian Institute for
Public Affairs
European Center

Eda Nocka

NGO

Center Altri

Naureda
Bajraktari

NGO

Erida Skëndaj

NGO

Edmond
Stojku
Ina Goxhaj

NGO

Juliana Hoxha

OJF

Center forLegal
Services and Practices
Integrated
AlbanianCommittee
Helsinki
Albanian Life Quality
Union
Balkan Youth Link
Albania
The Albanian Crowd

Altin Hazizaj

OJF

Hysen Vathi

NGO

Kristaq Birbo

NGO

Andi
Haxhillari

NGO

Sotiraq Hroni

NGO

JohnGaspër

NGOs

Gerta Meta

NGO

FredWesterink

NGO

Ilir Aliaj

OJF

Adela
Buçpapaj

Academy

NGO

Children's Human
Rights Center of
Albania
Center for Assistance,
Rehabilitation and
Integration (QNRI)
Atlantic Council of
Albania
Humanitarian
Association
Kuka
Institute for Democracy
and Mediation
AlbanianAgrobussines
Counsil
Association forCulture
Democratic
Prison Fellowship
Albania
Center for Development
and Democratization of
Institutions (CDDI)
Faculty of Law

Director
Executive

Ardian.hackaj@cdinst
itute.eu

Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Executiv
e Director

director.aipa@umb.ed
u.al
inaxhepa @
. eu
qendra.altri@gmail.co
m
nauredabajraktari @
g mail.com

Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Executiv
e Director

erida.skendaj@ahc.or
g.al
info@al-qu.com

Executiv
e Director

qnri_info@yahoo.com

Director
Executive
and
Founder

atca@albaniaonline.n
et
Ideatorhysho. co
m

Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Executiv
e Director

info@idmalbania.org

Executiv
e Director

ilir.aliaj@qzhdialb.org

Professor

ail.com
adela.bucpapaj@hotm

balkanyouthlink @ live
.com
qendraeuropianeinfo
@ gmail.com
altin.hazizaj@crca.al;

gjongaspri@yahoo.co
m
gertameta@yahoo.co
m
reception@shkbsh.co
m

Arben Shehu

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

arben1shehu@yahoo.i
t

Aurela
Anastasi
angel
Likmeta
Eniana Turkey
Oak
Eneida Sema

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

aurela_anast@yahoo.c
om
likmetaengjell @ hotm
ail.com
enianaqarri@hotmail.com
eneidasema@yahoo.c
om
ilirusi@yahoo.com

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

Academy

Faculty of Law

lecturer

Academy

Faculty of Law

lecturer

Ilir Russian

Academy

Faculty of Law

lecturer

Iva Konomi

Academy

Faculty Justice

Lecturer

Jola Xhafo

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

Kestrin Katro

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

JacquelinePeto

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

Klesta Hysi

Academy

Faculty of Law

Lecturer

Klodjan
Skënderaj
Laura Vorpsi

Akademi

Faculty of Law

Lecturer

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

discounts Cukaj

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

Luljeta
Ikonomi
Loyalty quarter

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

Sokol
Breakfast
Dorina Hoxha

Academy

Faculty of Law

Lecturer

Academy

Faculty of Law

Lecturer

likonomi2000 @ yahoo
.com
besnik.cerekja@gmail.
com
smengjesi@yahoo.co
m
dohory@yahoo.it

Erlir Puto

Academy

Faculty of Law

Lecturer

erlirputo@gmail.com;

Jonida
Rustemaj
Kreshnik
Myftarai

Academy

Faculty of Law

Lecturer

jrustemaj@gmail.com

Academy

Faculty of Law

Lecturer

Mirela
Bogdani
Fabian
Topollaj

Academy

Faculty of Law

Lecturer

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

kreshnik_myftari @
hot
mail.com
mirelbogdani @ gmail.
com
fabiantopollari @
gmail

iva_konini@hotmail.c
om
xhafojola@yahoo.co
m
kestrin2002@yahoo.it
zhaklinpeto@gmail.co
m
klesta.hysi@gmail.co
m
klodjans@gmail.com
laura.vorpsi@yahoo.c
om
lilicukaj@yahoo.it

.com
ARTILAT
Imando

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

artilimandro@gmail.c
om

Fjorda Shqarri

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

Eriona Katro

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

il.com
fjorda.shqarri@hotma
erionakatro @ yahoo.it

Kristina
Yangtze
Erida Peyo

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

k.jance@yahoo.it

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

eridapejo@gmail.com

Kristaq Gjyli

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

k.gjyli@gmail.com

Ardian Nuni

Academy

Faculty of Law

Lecturer

Ilda Melo

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

ardian_nuni@yahoo.c
om
ildamelo@yahoo.com

Anisa Angeli

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

Yves Rokaj

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

Skerdian Kurti

Academy

Faculty of Law

Lecturer

Henris Balliu

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

Enkelejda Boci

Academy

Faculty of Law

Professor

Iva Zajmi

Academy

Faculty of Law

Lecturer

Tom Malvet

NPO

SOS Children's Villages

Suela
Koçibellin
Shega Murati

NGO

Vizion NGO

NGO

Eni Rika

NGO

Mrike Cara

NGO

Arian Boci

NGO

Art Bosnian

NGO

Euro Partners
Development
International Association
for Solidarity
Association
forIntegration
theof Informal Areas
"Association for
Progress
and Civilization"
Art, Education &
Promotion

Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Director
Executive
President

Iris LUARASI

NGO

Helpline for
Women and Girls

anisaangjeli@gmail.c
om
iv_rokaj@yahoo.com
skerdiankurti @ yahoo.
it
henrisballiu@gmail.c
om
enkelejdaboci @ gmail.
com
iva_zajmi@yahoo.co
m
teuta.shkenza@soskd.
org.al
info@vizionojf.org

Director
Executive

shega_murati @ yahoo.
com
e.rika@shisalbania.or
g;
mrikcara@hotmail.co
m

Director
Executive

pcivilizim@yahoo.co
m

Director
Executive

boshnjakuartc @
gmail.
com
linjakeshillimit @
Gmain

Director
Executive

l.com
Andy Dobrushi

NGO

Zela Koka

NGO

Society Foundation
Openfor Albania
Protection of Persons
with Disabilities

Director
Executive
Director
Executive

cps@albaniaonline.ne
t
info @ medpak.org

Josef Azizi

NGO

Center LIST

Jonida Mamaj

NGO

Center Eden

Ermelinda
Mahmutaj

NGO

Jolanda
Trebicka
Albert Rakipi

OJF

Environmental Center
for Development,
Education and
Networking
Euro Partners
Development
Albanian Institute For
International Studies
Faculty "Aleksandër
Xhuvani"

OJF

Marinela Sota
Akademi

Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Executiv
e Director

qendralist@gmail.co
m
eden@eden-al.org

Director
Executive
Director
Executive
Pedagogue

europartners @ europar
tners.al
aiis@aiis-albania.org

ermelajindah.m @
eden-al.org

sotamarinela @ yahoo.
com

Annex 2: Summary / Analysis of Survey Responses3

Question 1

3. https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeHm-pIWM-lwCiEAHZ9Q3sVOuEPWquiFh6h4SyJ7xymK07qQ-view1 / qQ

.

Sub-question 1.2.

Question 2

Sub-question 2.1

Question 3 and Sub-question 3.1

3. Si e vlereson i pu nen ebere by Minist riae Drej tes ise ne lidh je with
access ineq yte tar eve ne d re jtes i?
11 responses

• Dobet
• Jo i mjaftuehsem
e Mire
•

Shumemire

3.1 Cfarevleresoni si obstacle mete madhe per aksesine qytetarevenedrejtesi?
7responses

Qeverine, oligarke,t krimin.
Lack of rregullave of qorrto the ligj, menurto tof non kete vend per
keqofnterpretmete pUNONjinto induction in fushene drofjtesofsetscthelat kerkojin
dokUmmatthe tof pAnevojousdukthe renduer qytetarofn.
Mungesen edrejtesise.
Lack enjohurisepergjithshme ligjore.
Mundesofa to gjof thethkushmund tof this pof ther tu aksesuar inpthermjet
ofnternet.toft Burokracine
Mosfunksionimine Gjykatavedhe delayst ne reformene drejtesise

Question 4 and Sub-question 4.1

Sub-Question 4.2 and Question 5

Question 6 and Sub-Question 6.1

Question 7 and Sub-Question 7.1

Question 8 and 9

Question 10 and Sub-Question 10.1

Sub Question 10.2 and Question 11

Sub-Question 11.1 and 11.2

11.1

Do you think there is any je t em at ike te ve,;: an te duhe t adre su ar?

4 responses

Monito rimi i implementimit te digjita li zimit noterial (reali zimi i procedurave me barcode).
Kanoterenukpendequeunojneme rregjistrin online.
Societyofa civil duhet tand publikojof cdo insteadofm in Gjyistes, menurand q of jandtof
transparentof the butttaret.

Rrit ja e kapaciteteve and profesionalizmit te permabruesvedhe notereve.

11.2 Do you think the s not any jzgjoff jthe widow,;:ante that du het tthe cust ofdero ht per this
topic?
4 rEspoonses

Requiredrecognizedrof the tthe spit matter int, pandr ofcthela tnformactheonthen akthel of
kamthe few. Publikimi ne Rrj ete sociale and Media.

Permiresimi i mekanizmaveper ekzekutimin e vendimevegjyqesore.

Questions 12 and 13

Question 14

